ART. 39]
ARRANGEMENT OF POINSOT'S  AXES.
333
In the figure the axes are represented in the manner usually adopted in spherical trigonometry. The axes Ox, Oy, Oz and Ox, Oy\ Oz' cut the sphere in x, y, z and R, G, H respectively ; the angles being represented by arcs of great circles. The Eulerian angular coordinates of R referred to x are 6 = xR, ty = yxR, (j> = MRG. Since the angle between any two planes is equal to the arc joining their poles, it is easy to see that
39. To find the position of Poinsot's axis referred to the axes of the forces, and also the moment of the forces about it.
Let Pec' be the required Poinsot's axis, T the moment of the couple round it. The axis Px" is parallel to Ox', let its coordinates referred to #', y' ', z , be w', f.
The couples K^, KB have their astatic arms on the axes y, z, and their forces parallel to y'9 z. To refer these couples to the axes x'y y'} z' we resolve the arms and move the forces parallel to themselves (Art. 6). Thus we replace the two couples by six others whose arms are arranged along the axes of #', y ', z'. In the figure the forces at 0 are omitted to avoid complication, the arrows indicate the directions of the other forces of each of the six couples ; and each arrow-head (as in Art. 10) is marked by the astatic moment of the corresponding couple.
By hypothesis all these couples together with a force R acting at 0 are equivalent to the couple F round Pec" and a force equal to  R  acting  along   Px".      Taking   moments   about   the   axes Ox, Oy', Oz' we have         r = KJ>3- K& ..................... (1),
.(2), (3).
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Another proof'.   We may also obtain these results very simply without resolving the couples.    Let the arms OB, 00 oi the couples be taken as unity so that the


